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Color Models for Image Decomposition
by
Melissa M. Sovak
Advisor: Stacey Levine
March 31, 2006
Abstract
Decomposing an image into components provides a method through which meaningful
information can be extracted from an image. This work is a study of image decom-
position techniques for color images. The decomposition of color images presents a
new challenge since the choice of the color model has an effect on the resulting im-
ages. The color models are tested for both structure + noise and cartoon + texture
decomposition. Numerical results demonstrate the behavior of the decomposition
techniques for three different color models: RGB, HSI and CB.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Image decomposition is a classical image processing problem. Decomposing an image
into components provides a method through which meaningful information can be
extracted from an image. These two components often contain different geometric
properties. Two examples are the ”structure + noise” and the ”cartoon + texture”
decomposition.
The structure + noise decomposition problem is illustrated in Figure 1.1. The
structure component should be close to the original image while the noise component
should contain only random oscillatory features. The noise component is typically
not kept because it assumed not to contain meaningful information.
Cartoon + texture decomposition splits an image into two components as well.
Figure 1.1: left: original image corrupted by noise, middle: true image, right: noise
(+128 plotted)
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Figure 1.2: left: remote sensing LANDSAT image of the Phoenix, Arizona valley
(image courtesy of M. Ramsey, University of Pittsburgh). The lighter regions have
been burned by wildfires, middle: cartoon component, right: texture component
The first component is a cartoon representation of the image while the second repre-
sents the texture. The ’cartoon’ component contains only homogeneous objects and
their boundaries. The ’texture’ component contains the oscillatory patterns in the
image such as textures and random noise. For example, in Figure 1.2, the cartoon
component contains well-defined object boundaries but lacks the textures present
in the original image. The texture component contains all the textures seen in the
original image, but does not contain the geometric regions found in the cartoon.
This work is a study of image decomposition techniques for color images. With
the exception of the recent paper [AK], current approaches for cartoon + texture de-
composition focus primarily on grayscale images. The decomposition of color images
presents a new challenge since the choice of the color model may have an effect on the
resulting images. This thesis compares several image decomposition techniques using
three color models: RGB (red, green, blue), HSI (hue, saturation, intensity) and CB
(chromaticity, brightness). These color models are commonly used in image process-
ing today and they each require a unique approach to separating and processing the
data.
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Chapter 2
Mathematical Models for Image
Decomposition
2.1 Images
Mathematically, an image can be defined as a function of two variables, f : Ω ⊆ <2 →
<d. The domain, Ω, represents the set of spatial coordinates (x,y) which correspond
to the location of a pixel in the image. The range represents the intensity values
I = f(x, y), corresponding to the grayscale or color value. In the case of a grayscale
image, the range is one dimensional, that is, d=1. For color images, d is typically 3
or 4.
2.2 Structure + Noise Decomposition Models
The structure + noise decomposition problem attempts to reconstruct the ’true’ image
u : Ω ⊆ <2 → <d from given data, f : Ω ⊆ <2 → <d, which is a noisy image. Ideally,
these two functions should be related by f = u + v where v : Ω ⊆ <2 → <d is only
noise.
There are many ways to remove noise from an image. One of the most common
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approaches is based on the least squares criteria which requires minimization of the
sum of squared differences between pixel values. Methods which focus on minimizing
the least squares estimate depend on the L2(Ω) norm of a measurable function g
which is defined by
||g||2 =
√∫
Ω
|g|2dx.
The least squares approach reduces fluctuations in intensities in the same way at all
locations in an image. It does not distinguish between homogenous regions, noise or
object boundaries.
Rudin [Rud87] conjectured that reducing a quantity called the total variation in
an image is more appropriate for image restoration because it can preserve disconti-
nuities. With respect to images, the total variation measures the variation of intensity
or color values over the entire image. Minimizing this quantity reduces small fluctua-
tions found at noise locations, but allows for ’jumps’ across coherent structures such
as object boundaries.
The total variation (TV) norm is essentially the L1(Ω) norm of the gradient of
the image where the L1(Ω) norm is defined as
||g||1 =
∫
Ω
|g|dx.
However, since the total variation allows for u to have ’jumps’, this means that u may
not be differentiable at some points. Therefore, the total variation of u, written
J(u) =
∫
Ω
|∇u| (2.1)
is formally defined as
J(u) = sup
{∫
Ω
u(x)divξ(x)dx : ξ ∈ C1c (Ω;R2), |ξ(x)| ≤ 1 ∀x ∈ Ω
}
. (2.2)
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Because TV is an L1 norm regularization, sharp coherent changes (edges), are penal-
ized no more than gradual ones, but oscillations such as noise are penalized.
Rudin, Osher and Fatemi [ROF92] proposed a model which minimizes the total
variation of an image subject to a constraint on the noise. Physically, total variation
minimization filters out noise while also preserving sharp edges. In practice, this
model is not able to recover the true image, but it decomposes the image into a
cartoon (a piecewise smooth function) and noise.
The Rudin-Osher-Fatemi model is
inf
u∈L2
∫
Ω
|∇u|+ λ
2
|f − u|2dxdy. (2.3)
The first term in the energy equation is a regularizing term whose purpose is to
remove noise or small details while keeping sharp edges. The second term is a fidelity
term designed to keep the restored image close to the original image. This model
decomposes the original image into a cartoon and noise. In this case, the noise
is modeled using the L2 norm, which is appropriate for modeling Gaussian noise
[ROF92]. This minimization problem contains solutions in the space of functions of
bounded variation,
BV (Ω) = {u ∈ L1(Ω) | J(u) =
∫
Ω
|∇u| <∞} (2.4)
that is, the set of all functions with finite total variation. This space is equipped
with the seminorm J(u) =
∫
Ω
|∇u| and allows for functions with discontinuities (or
’edges’).
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2.2.1 Euler-Lagrange Approximations
One of the most common approaches to solving a minimization problem of the form
min
u
J(u) (2.5)
is to solve its associated Euler-Lagrange equation. This is done as follows. A mini-
mizer, u, of (2.5) must satisfy
lim
²→0
J(u+ ²v)− J(u)
²
= 0
for all smooth functions, v, that are zero on the boundary of Ω. This leads to
a partial differential equation called the Euler-Lagrange equation associated with
(2.5). In particular, the Euler-Lagrange equation associated with minimizing the
total variation J(u) =
∫
Ω
|∇u| can be found by computing
0 = lim
²→0
∫
Ω
[|∇(u+ ²v)| − |∇u|]
²
= lim
²→0
∫
Ω
[(|∇u|2 + 2²∇u · ∇v + ²2|∇v|2)− |∇u|2]
²(|∇(u+ ²v)|+ |∇u|)
=
∫
Ω
∇u · ∇v
|∇u| = −
∫
Ω
div
( ∇u
|∇u|
)
v
for all smooth functions v that are zero on the boundary of Ω, which leads to the
following Euler-Lagrange equation associated with the Rudin-Osher-Fatemi model
(2.3)
div
( ∇u
|∇u|
)
+ λ(f − u) = 0. (2.6)
Remark 1. Since the functional J is based on an L1 norm, it is not truly differentiable
everywhere (similar to the absolute value function). To overcome this in practice we
approximate the denominator |∇u| with √|∇u|2 + β2 where β > 0. Discretizing the
Euler-Lagrange equation works computationally so this fact will be overlooked for now.
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It will be revisited in the next section when considering a dual method which takes this
into account.
To solve the Euler-Lagrange equation (2.6), Rudin, Osher and Fatemi solved its
associated flow:
ut = div
( ∇u
|∇u|
)
+ λ(f − u) in Ω× [0, T ], (2.7)
∂u
∂n
= 0 on the boundary of Ω× [0, T ], (2.8)
u|t=0 = f in Ω. (2.9)
As time, t, approaches infinity, ut → 0, and the solution, u approaches the solution of
(2.3) which should ideally be the denoised version of the image. While this model suc-
cessfully denoises images it may introduce false edges into the result, a phenomenon
referred to as ’staircasing’. An example of staircasing can be see in Figure 4.1. When
using total variation for image denoising, the image can be locally flattened due to
large diffusion near points where the magnitude of the gradient is zero. This causes
the image to look ’blocky’ in certain areas. To prevent the gradient from attaining a
value of zero, a regularization term can be introduced, however, the model can still
enforce a strong diffusion on flat regions.
A new reconstruction method was proposed by Chen, Levine and Rao [CLR] to
reduce the effects of staircasing while continuing to preserve fine stuctures such as
edges and object boundaries. The model achieves this through a mix of isotropic and
total variation diffusion, which depends on the local image information. The model
is
min
u∈BV (Ω)∩L2(Ω)
∫
Ω
φ(x,∇u) + λ
2
|u− f |2 (2.10)
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where f is the observed noisy image and
φ(x, r) :=

1
p(x)
|r|p(x) |r| < ²
|r| − p(x)−1
p(x)
|r| ≥ ²
(2.11)
Here ² is a positive fixed value and x is a location in the image domain Ω ⊂ R2.
In this case, p(x) was chosen to be
p(x) = 1 +
1
1 + k|∇Gσ ∗ f(x)|2 (2.12)
where k, σ > 0 and Gσ(x) =
1
σ
exp(−|x|2/4σ2) is the Gaussian filter. The convolution
of the Gaussian filter with the original image f ’blurs’ a small portion of the noise
(up to a scale σ), making it less likely to be detected as an edge. The value of the
gradient of the smoothed initial data, |∇Gσ ∗ f(x)|2, grows large near an edge, so at
these locations, p(x) approaches 1. This value is small away from edges, causing p(x)
to approach 2 there. In equation (2.10), the last term is a fidelity term similar to the
one in the Rudin-Osher-Fatemi model.
The main characteristic of this model is that the speed and the direction of the
diffusion changes depending on the local image information. At locations with a large
gradient, an edge is expected; here p(x) is approximately 1 and the equation amounts
to using the Rudin-Osher-Fatemi model. At locations with small gradient, p(x) is
approximately 2 and an edge is not expected. In this case, diffusion is isotropic. Oth-
erwise, p(x) takes a value somewhere between 1 and 2 so the diffusion is a combination
of total variation and isotropic smoothing.
The minimization problem is solved numerically using finite differences to approx-
imate the flow of the Euler-Langrage equation associated with (2.10),
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∂u
∂t
− div(φr(x,Du)) + λ(u− f) = 0 in Ω× [0, T ], (2.13)
∂u
∂n
(x, t) = 0 on the boundary of Ω× [0, T ], (2.14)
u|t=0 = f in Ω (2.15)
This model produces similar results to the Rudin-Osher-Fatemi model but relieves
the problem of staircasing seen in the their results. Figure 4.3 shows results from this
model. When compared to Figure 4.1, the restored image is smoother overall and
does not contain any ’blocky’ areas.
2.2.2 Dual Method
Over the past 10 years, there has been a tremendous amount of work done to find
different approaches for minimizing the total variation of an image. Recently, Cham-
bolle [Cha04] proposed a new algorithm for numerically minimizing the Rudin-Osher-
Fatemi model. His solution provides an algorithm that is based on a dual formulation
of the TV functional.
Rather than using an Euler-Lagrange equation to approximate the Rudin-Osher-
Fatemi model
min
u∈BV ∩L2
||u− f ||2
2λ
+ J(u), (2.16)
(as before J(u) =
∫
Ω
|∇u| is the total variation of u, f ∈ L2, λ > 0, and || · || is the
L2 norm), Chambolle proposed an alternate algorithm using techniques from convex
analysis. As mentioned in remark 1, minimizing (2.16) requires taking the derivative
of J with respect to u, but J may not be differentiable everywhere. Therefore, a
weaker form of the derivative should be considered for which the derivative does
not have to be unique. In this case, the appropriate weak derivative to use is the
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subdifferential of J , which is the set
∂J [u] := {w : J(v) ≥ J(u)+ < w, v − u >L2 ∀v ∈ L2(Ω)}.
This gives another way to write (2.16), since if 0 ∈ ∂J [u], then J [u] = minv J [v].
Furthermore, if J is differentiable then J ′[u] = ∂J [u], so in particular, ∂[ ||u−f ||
2
2λ
] =
u−f
λ
. Therefore, solving (2.16) is equivalent to solving
0 ∈ u− f + λ∂J [u]. (2.17)
Chambolle’s approach is based on using the dual formulation of (2.17). In general,
the dual of a convex functional (in the sense of the Legendre-Fenchel transform) is
defined by
J∗(w) = sup
u
< u,w >L2 −J(u).
This has the useful property that v ∈ ∂J [u] is equivalent to u ∈ ∂J∗[v]. Therefore,
solving (2.17) is equivalent to solving
0 ∈
(
f − u
λ
− f
λ
)
+
1
λ
∂J∗
[
f − u
λ
]
. (2.18)
In other words, u solves (2.16) if and only if w = (f − u)/λ is the minimizer of
||w − (f/λ)||2
2
+
1
λ
J∗(w). (2.19)
In the case that J is the total variation of u as defined in (2.2), standard facts
from convex analysis show that J∗ is the characteristic function of a closed convex
set K
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J∗(w) = χK(w) =
 0, w ∈ K+∞, otherwise (2.20)
where K is the closure of the set {divξ : ξ ∈ C1c (Ω;R2), |ξ(x)| ≤ 1 ∀x ∈ Ω}.
Therefore, w is just the projection of f
λ
onto the K, that is, w = pik(f/λ). Since
w = (f − u)/λ the solution to (2.16) is just
u = f − λpik(f/λ). (2.21)
Chambolle solves for the second term in (2.21) using a semi-implicit gradient
descent scheme for the Euler-Lagrange equation associated with (2.19). Figure 4.5
shows an example of Chambolle’s algorithm for denoising.
2.3 Cartoon + Texture Decomposition Models
The cartoon + texture decomposition problem decomposes an input image, f : Ω ⊆
<2 → <d, into two components. The first component is the cartoon, u : Ω ⊆ <2 → <d,
while the second component is the texture, v : Ω ⊆ <2 → <d. As before, d=1 for
grayscale images and d=3 or 4 for color images. The two components are related to
the original data through the equation: f=u+v.
Y. Meyer [Mey01] observed that the Rudin-Osher-Fatemi model does not appro-
priately model all of the oscillatory components if one wants to account for textures
and proposed another decomposition model. Meyer’s model directly models the os-
cillatory features in the image by minimizing a functional which separately penalizes
a piecewise smooth component, the cartoon, and the residual oscillating component,
the texture. In this model, the cartoon is obtained by minimizing the total variation
of the image which removes highly oscillatory behavior such as noise while retaining
uniform jumps across the object boundaries. The texture is simultaneously obtained
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by minimizing a functional that takes on very small values at highly oscillatory fea-
tures. Notice that this is different from the Rudin-Osher-Fatemi model which only
models the residual as Gaussian noise.
Meyer proposed modeling the oscillatory component in a space of functions that
is in some sense the dual of the BV space, G, which is the Banach space
G = {v(x, y) ∈ L2(<2) | v = div < g1(x, y), g2(x, y) > for some g1, g2 ∈ L∞(<2)},
with norm
||v||G = inf
<g1,g2>
{||
√
g21 + g
2
2||L∞ | v = div < g1(x, y), g2(x, y) >}.
Meyer showed that if the v component represents texture or noise, then not only
is v ∈ G, but ||v||G is also very small. He proposed the new model:
inf
u
{∫
|∇u|+ λ||v||G, f = u+ v
}
. (2.22)
2.3.1 Euler-Lagrange approximations
The first approximation of Meyer’s model was proposed by Vese and Osher [VO03].
This model combines the edge preserving model proposed by Rudin-Osher-Fatemi
with the texture preserving model proposed by Meyer. Based on Meyer’s model
(2.22), Vese and Osher proposed the following minimization problem:
inf
u,g1,g2
{∫
|∇u|+ λ
∫
|f − u− ∂xg1 − ∂yg2|2dxdy + µ||
√
g21 + g
2
2||Lp(Ω)
}
, (2.23)
where λ, µ > 0 are tuning parameters and p > 0. This was motivated by the fact that
||
√
g21 + g
2
2||L∞ = lim
p→∞
||
√
g21 + g
2
2||Lp .
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The first term in the model insures that u is an element of the space BV, the
second insures that f ≈ u + div~g and the third is a penalty on the norm in G of
v = div(~g).
Similar to Rudin-Osher-Fatemi, Vese and Osher solved the corresponding Euler-
Lagrange equations:
u = f − ∂xg1 − ∂yg2 + 1
2λ
div(
∇u
|∇u|),
µ
(
||
√
g21 + g
2
2||p
)1−p(√
g21 + g
2
2
)p−2
g1 = 2λ
[
∂
∂x
(u− f) + ∂2xxg1 + ∂2yyg2
]
,
µ
(
||
√
g21 + g
2
2||p
)1−p(√
g21 + g
2
2
)p−2
g2 = 2λ
[
∂
∂y
(u− f) + ∂2xxg1 + ∂2yyg2
]
.
In testing values for p, Vese and Osher determined that p=1 yields faster calcula-
tions and obtains similar results to other values of 1 ≤ p ≤ 10, hence 1 was the value
used for p.
Levine also proposed a decomposition model similar to Vese and Osher’s model
and stemming from Chen, Levine and Rao’s model for image denoising. The proposed
model is
inf
(u,g1,g2)
{∫
Ω
1
pˆ(x)
|∇u|pˆ(x) + λ
∫
Ω
|f − u− ∂xg1 − ∂yg2|2 + µ
∫
Ω
1
q(x)
|g|q(x)
}
(2.24)
where λ, µ > 0, pˆ =

p(x), if |∇u| ≤ ²
1, if |∇u| > ²
, p(x) = 1+ 1
1+k|∇Gσ∗f(x)|2 where k, σ > 0,
Gσ is the Gaussian function (as in (2.10)) and
1
q(x)
+
1
p(x)
= 1 ∀x ∈ Ω.
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The first term in (2.24) reduces staircasing in the cartoon (similar to (2.10)),
the second is a fidelity term (as in (2.23)), and the third interpolates the texture
norm between Meyer’s model (2.22) and the Vese-Osher approximation (2.23). Note
that when the gradient is large (at likely edges or textures) p(x)1˜ and q(x)∞˜ so
(2.24) approaches Meyer’s model. When the gradient is small (at likely homogeneous
regions) p(x)q˜(x)2˜ so more smoothing occurs.
Again, the model was solved by using the corresponding Euler-Lagrange equations
u = f − div(g1, g2) + 1
2λ
div
(|∇u|pˆ(x)−2∇u)
µg1
√
g21 + g
2
2
q(x)−2
= 2λ
∂
∂x
(u− f + div(g1, g2))
µg2
√
g21 + g
2
2
q(x)−2
= 2λ
∂
∂y
(u− f + div(g1, g2)).
2.3.2 Dual Method
Aujol, Aubert, Blanc-Feraud and Chambolle [AABFC05] solved Meyer’s model based
on Chambolle’s method for minimizing the Rudin-Osher-Fatemi model. When the
spaceK (defined in section 2.2.2) is defined for discretized functions, it is equivalent to
the discrete version of G. Therefore, when J(u) is the total variation of u (as defined
in (2.1) and (2.2)), then J∗(v) is the indicator function on G. Based on Meyer’s
and Vese and Osher’s models Aujol et.al. proposed the alternate cartoon + texture
decomposition model
inf
(u,v)
{
J(u) + λ
∫
|f − u− v|2 + µJ∗(v)
}
The minimizer is found by using a nonlinear projection algorithm, similar to that in
[Cha04].
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Chapter 3
Color Models
All of the models discussed above have been implemented mainly for grayscale images.
The second problem in this thesis is to study how these models behave when applied
to color images and to determine an optimal color system for this type of processing.
Color is the perceptual result of light in the visible region of the electromagnetic
spectrum, with wavelengths between 400nm and 700nm, as shown in Figure 3.1.
The human retina contains three types of color receptors that respond to incident
radiation with different spectral response curves. Therefore, we can describe color
using three numerical values. The first is radiance which is the total amount of energy
that flows from the light source. The second is luminance which is the amount of
energy an observer perceives from a light source. Third, the brightness is a subjective
descriptor, and therefore it is practically impossible to measure. The purpose of a
color model is to facilitate the specification of colors in some standard fashion. It is
a specification of a coordinate system and a subspace within that system where each
color is represented by a single point.
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Figure 3.1: Wavelengths comprising the visible range of the electromagnetic spectrum
3.1 The RGB Color Model
The color receptors in the eye can be separated into three categories representing
what each particular receptor senses. These categories are roughly red, green and
blue. Because of these physiological characteristics, all colors are seen as variable
combinations of these ”primary colors”. In the RGB color model, each pixel in an
image contains a value for each primary color, resulting in an image representation
that consists of three component images, or three channels. The model utilizes the
additive model in which red, green and blue are combined to create other colors. It
is based on a Cartesian coordinate system in which the color space can be shown in a
cube, as in Figure 3.2. Three of the corners of the cube represent red, green and blue.
The origin represents black, which is made up of no red, no green and no blue. The
opposite corner represents white, made up of the highest amount of red, green and
blue. Different colors in this model are points on or inside the cube and are defined
by vectors extending from the origin, as can be seen in Figure 3.3.
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Figure 3.2: The RGB color cube and axes
Figure 3.3: RGB 24-bit color cube [GW02]
Image representations that use the RGB color model consist of three component
images, or channels, each representing one primary color. These three channels are
combined to produce a composite image. The model is convenient for image process-
ing because the channels can be separated and processed separately. After processing,
the channels are recombined to create a composite color image.
3.2 The HSI Color Model
The second color model included in this study is the HSI model. Unlike the RGB
model, this particular color model is well suited for describing colors in terms that
are practical for human interpretation. Typically colors are not described based
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on percentages of primary colors, but rather by their hue, saturation and intensity.
The saturation is the ”pureness” of the color, the hue is the color itself and the
intensity describes the brightness of the color. The HSI model separates all the color
information, described by hue and saturation, from the intensity component. The
HSI model is based on color descriptions that are more natural to humans and hence
can provide an ideal tool for image processing algorithms. The color space in the
HSI model is not represented by a cube as the RGB color model is because the
components are not orthogonal. The color space is represented by the diamond, as
in Figure 3.4. Like the RGB model, the HSI model uses a vector to represent color.
Hue is represented by the angle of the vector over the basic triangle shown in 3.4,
starting from Red. Saturation is represented by the proportional size of the module
of the projection of the vector over the basic triangle. Intensity is represented by the
distance from the end of the vector to the basic triangle.
Figure 3.4: The HSI color cone
Only color information is contained in the hue and saturation components, which
means only the intensity component is necessary for processing. Therefore it is pos-
22
sible to process only the one channel unlike the RGB color model. However, causes
some loss of information, the extent of which will be studied.
3.3 The CB Color Model
The CB (Chromaticity-Brightness) model is a hybrid of the RGB and HSI models
in which the color (or chromaticity) components are processed in unison while the
brightness (here quantified as intensity) is processed separately. The components are
derived from the image by separating it into:
ub = ||u||
and
uc =
u
||u|| =
u
ub
where ub is the brightness component and uc is the chromaticity component and ||u||
is the magnitude of u. Brightness therefore represents the length of the RGB color
vector and the chromaticity denotes the normalized color component, which lies on
the unit sphere S2. The brightness component is treated as a grayscale image similar
to the intensity component of the HSI model, while the chromaticity component stores
the color information, using a normalized RGB vector. Chromaticity, which contains
three components, is processed in such a way that each component takes into account
the other two. The CB model can be computationally expensive since it requires
processing four channels, however, it takes the color and brightness information into
account in a more accurate way than either the RGB or HSI models.
All decomposition models have shown merit when applied to grayscale images,
but they have not been rigorously tested using color models. The purpose of this
work is to demonstrate how each decomposition model performs using color images.
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The results based on the different color models will also be analyzed. The aim is
to determine if there is one particular color scheme that provides better results than
the others in terms of speed, accuracy and aesthetics in the resulting images. The
effectiveness of the new decomposition algorithm for both color and grayscale images
will also be studied. A new Java application was designed to facilitate the study. The
application includes Java code for each decomposition model and support for each
color model described.
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Chapter 4
Results
4.1 Structure + noise decomposition
Figure 4.1 contains an example of a grayscale image denoised using the Rudin-Osher-
Fatemi algorithm. While the Rudin-Osher Fatemi model does well removing noise,
some of the edges appear in the residual and there is evidence of staircasing in the
solution, u. Figure 4.2 shows an example using a color image. In these images,
although the goal of noise removal has been achieved, there are definite edges present
in the residual. Also note that the HSI scheme does not perform as well as the RGB
and CB schemes. The HSI version is not smooth and still seems to have noise present.
Running the algorithm longer results in the introduction of color errors throughout
Figure 4.1: Image denoising using Rudin-Osher-Fatemi for 100 iterations with λ =
.05, dt=.05 and h=1. First Column: Original image; Second Column: Initial
Image f ; Third Column: Restored image u; Fourth Column: Residual v
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Figure 4.2: Image denoising using Rudin-Osher-Fatemi for 200 iterations for RGB
and 40 iterations for HSI and CB λ = .05, dt=.05 and h=1. Top Row First
Column: Original image; Second Column: Restored Image u using RGB; Third
Column: Restored image u using HSI; Fourth Column: Restored Image u using
CB; Bottom Row: First Column: Initial image; Second Column: Residual, v,
using RGB; Third Column: Residual, v, using HSI; Fourth Column: Residual,
v, using CB
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Figure 4.3: Image denoising using Chen-Levine-Rao for 200 iterations with β = .001,
λ = .05, dt=.05 and k=.0005 and threshold=30. First Column: Original image;
Second Column: Initial Image f ; Third Column: Restored image u; Fourth
Column: Residual v
the image.
Figures 4.3-4.4 contain similar examples for the Chen-Levine-Rao algorithm. The
results in all cases show that the model does not produce ”blocky” images as the
Rudin-Osher-Fatemi model did. However, there are still prominent edges present in
the residual. Again, the performance of the RGB and CB models surpass the HSI
model’s performance.
Figures 4.5 - 4.6 are examples of denoising using Chambolle’s method. Similar to
the Euler-Lagrange implementation of the Rudin-Osher-Fatemi model, there is some
staircasing evident in the solution, u, particularly for the grayscale image. However,
while edges are still detected in the residuals, it is apparent that the CB model
outperforms both the RGB and HSI models. Notice in particular that there are less
prominent edges in the CB residual in Figure 4.6 and that the cartoon more closely
matches the original image. Again, overall, the HSI model performed poorly.
Figure 4.7 shows denoising results for a noisier initial image using the RGB color
model and all three denoising models. In a side by side comparision, it is clear that
they all perform well with the RGB model. The Chen-Levine-Rao model still contains
less staircasing than either of the other models.
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Figure 4.4: Image denoising using Chen-Levine-Rao for 300 iterations for RGB and 40
iterations for HSI and CB with α = .08, λ = .05, dt=.05 and h=1. Top Row First
Column: Original image; Second Column: Restored Image u using RGB; Third
Column: Restored image u using HSI; Fourth Column: Restored Image u using
CB; Bottom Row: First Column: Initial image; Second Column: Residual, v,
using RGB; Third Column: Residual, v, using HSI; Fourth Column: Residual,
v, using CB
Figure 4.5: Image denoising using Chambolle’s algorithm for 50 iterations with λ = .2
and τ = .125. First Column: Original image; Second Column: Initial Image f ;
Third Column: Restored image u; Fourth Column: Residual v
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Figure 4.6: Image denoising using Chambolle’s algorithm for 15 iterations for RGB
and 20 iterations for HSI and CB with λ = .1 and τ = .125. Top Row First
Column: Original image; Second Column: Restored Image u using RGB; Third
Column: Restored image u using HSI; Fourth Column: Restored Image u using
CB; Bottom Row: First Column: Initial image; Second Column: Residual, v,
using RGB; Third Column: Residual, v, using HSI; Fourth Column: Residual,
v, using CB
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Figure 4.7: Image denoising using all three algorithms and the RGB color model.
Top Row First Column: Original image; Second Column: Restored Image u
using Rudin-Osher-Fatemi for 1000 iterations with λ = .025, dt=.1 and h=1; Third
Column: Restored image u using Chen-Levine-Rao for 600 iterations with λ = .06,
dt=.1, β = .001, h=1, k=.0075 with a threshold of 3; Fourth Column: Restored
Image u using Chambolle’s method for 25 iterations with λ = .2, and τ = .125;
Bottom Row: First Column: Initial image; Second Column: Residual, v,
using Rudin-Osher-Fatemi; Third Column: Residual, v, using Chen-Levine-Rao;
Fourth Column: Residual, v, using Chambolle’s method
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Figure 4.8: Image decomposition using Vese-Osher for 50 iterations with λ = .001,
µ = .1, β = .001 and h=1. First Column: Initial Image f ; Second Column:
cartoon, u; Third Column: Texture, v
4.2 Cartoon+texture decomposition
Figure 4.8 contains an example of a grayscale image decomposed into a cartoon and
texture using the Vese-Osher model [VO03]. The model nicely removes the texture
from the input image, however, the effects of staircasing can be seen in the cartoon.
Figures 4.9 and 4.10 show results using the Vese-Osher model in color. The cartoon
results for the RGB and CB models are better than the cartoon result for the HSI
model, which introduces errors into the image.
We found that the CB model is not equipped to directly solve for the texture
component, v. This was already observed and an alternate method was proposed in
[AK]. However, this type of processing still produces a good cartoon so the texture
component is still included in all of the examples. However, it is clear that it contains
no meaningful information for our implementation of the CB model.
Figures 4.11 - 4.13 show the results from running the Levine algorithm [Lev05]
to extract the cartoon and texture from an input image. Similar to the previous
results, the model successfully decomposes the image in Figure 4.11, however, unlike
the Vese-Osher model, it does not contain staircasing.
Figures 4.14 - 4.16 contain the results when running the Aujol, Aubert, Blanc-
Feraud and Chambolle algorithm. In the grayscale example, Figure 4.14, the cartoon
still contains some textures and is not as smooth as the results from the other algo-
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Figure 4.9: Image decomposition using Vese-Osher for 100 iterations with λ = .01,
µ = .1, β = 1 and h=1. Top Row Original image; Middle Row First Column:
Cartoon, u, using RGB; Second Column: Cartoon, u, using HSI; Third Column:
Cartoon, u, using CB; Bottom Row: First Column: Texture, v, using RGB;
Second Column: Texture, v, using HSI; Third Column: Texture, v, using CB
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Figure 4.10: Image decomposition using Vese-Osher for 100 iterations with λ = .001,
µ = .1, β = .001 and h=1. Top Row Original image; Middle Row First Col-
umn: Cartoon, u, using RGB; Second Column: Cartoon, u, using HSI; Third
Column: Cartoon, u, using CB; Bottom Row: First Column: Texture, v, us-
ing RGB; Second Column: Texture, v, using HSI; Third Column: Texture, v,
using CB
Figure 4.11: Image decomposition using Levine’s model for 50 iterations with λ = .01,
µ = .1, β = .001, k=.005, σ = .5, threshold=30, and h=1. First Column: Initial
Image f ; Second Column: cartoon, u; Third Column: Texture, v
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Figure 4.12: Image decomposition using Levine’s model for 50 iterations for RGB,
40 iterations for HSI with λ = .01, µ = .1, β = .001, k=.005, σ = .5, threshold=30,
and h=1 and 200 iterations for CB with λ = .005, µ = .05, β = 1, k=.0075, σ = .5,
threshold=30, and h=1. Top Row Original image; Middle Row First Column:
Cartoon, u, using RGB; Second Column: Cartoon, u, using HSI; Third Column:
Cartoon, u, using CB; Bottom Row: First Column: Texture, v, using RGB;
Second Column: Texture, v, using HSI; Third Column: Texture, v, using CB
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Figure 4.13: Image decomposition using Levine’s model for 20 iterations with λ = .01,
µ = .1, β = .001, k=.005, σ = .5, threshold=30, and h=1. Top Row Original
image; Middle Row First Column: Cartoon, u, using RGB; Second Column:
Cartoon, u, using HSI; Third Column: Cartoon, u, using CB; Bottom Row:
First Column: Texture, v, using RGB; Second Column: Texture, v, using HSI;
Third Column: Texture, v, using CB
Figure 4.14: Image decomposition using the AABC Model run until images converged
to within .001 with λ = .1, µ = 50, τ = .125. First Column: Initial Image f ;
Second Column: cartoon, u; Third Column: Texture, v
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Figure 4.15: Image decomposition using the AABC Model run until images converged
to within .001 with λ = .1, µ = 50, τ = .125. Top Row Original image; Middle
Row First Column: Cartoon, u, using RGB; Second Column: Cartoon, u, using
HSI; Third Column: Cartoon, u, using CB; Bottom Row: First Column:
Texture, v, using RGB; Second Column: Texture, v, using HSI; Third Column:
Texture, v, using CB
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Figure 4.16: Image decomposition using the AABC Model run until images converged
to within .1 with λ = .1, µ = 50, τ = .125. Top Row Original image; Middle Row
First Column: Cartoon, u, using RGB; Second Column: Cartoon, u, using HSI;
Third Column: Cartoon, u, using CB; Bottom Row: First Column: Texture,
v, using RGB; Second Column: Texture, v, using HSI; Third Column: Texture,
v, using CB
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rithms. This algorithm produced the same texture results in the CB model, however,
these results are still inferior to the other models. Again, HSI cartoon results are
worse than cartoon results for the other two color models.
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Chapter 5
Discussion
The color models each had a different effect on image denoising. The HSI model did
not perform well for this task. This can be accounted for by the fact that only the
intensity channel is being processed. As the amount of noise in the image increased,
HSI results were increasingly poor. However, the RGB and CB models were much
more well suited to image denoising. Both were able to remove varying amounts of
noise while keeping relatively sharp edges. The CB model performed slightly better
with regard to edge preservation for the denoising models, however, the trade off is
that the CB model requires more time to run. Comparable results were obtained in
a shorter time using the RGB model.
The results for the cartoon + texture decomposition were similar to the denoising
problem. The HSI model performed poorly in all algorithms and introduced false
artifacts into the cartoon. The CB model produced a good cartoon component,
however, the usual methodology for obtained the grayscale textyre did not directly
generalize to the texture component for color images and it consistenly performed
poorly with respect to the texture component for each of the decomposition models.
In previous work on image decomposition using the CB model done by Aujol and
Kang [AK], the texture component was solved using a new model which improves the
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texture component; our experiments reconfirmed that this is necessary if one wishes
to solve for the texture component directly. The performance of the RGB model was
close to the performance of the CB model in terms of the cartoon, however the RGB
model outperformed the CB model in terms of the texture component. The texture
component is well formed for the RGB model.
The algorithms for denoising and decomposition performed as expected with the
Chen-Levine-Rao method showing the least signs of staircasing for both grayscale
and color denoising and the Levine algorithm showing the least signs of staircasing
in the cartoon for image decomposition. However, as expected, all models performed
successfully in noise removal or decomposition.
In conclusion, from our experiments we found that the RGB and CB models ap-
pear to be superior to the HSI model for denoising and decomposition, with CB
performing slightly better than RGB in terms of the cartoon. However, for decom-
position, the RGB model outperforms the CB model for modeling textures.
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